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Expedition kayaking in Croatia is like that, an experience that can take you from 30-degree
heat to 30-knot winds, rain to river canyons, stony beaches to beech forest campsites, and
on a rollercoaster ride through history, and still leave you feeling as if you've just scratched
the surface of this wild and enigmatic country.
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Doblhammer and Vaupel (9) seem to have provided evidence against the idea that early
childhood respiratory mortality (predominantly affecting those born in autumn (10)) culls
inherently unhealthy individuals leaving the hardy remainder with reduced mortality into old
age.
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My question is… what would happen to a person that takes these 2015 legal PHs, such as
4Andro or Mandro, continously without doing the rest phase? What about without even
doing the PCT? Just go on living taking these pills every day? If its really bad for you, Is
there a way to always be cycling (ex: 2wk PH/2wk PCT/2wk RST cycle)? What are the
side effects? I mention “legal” because, as it is, the goverment outlawed the super strong
methalized PHs, and left us with these ones that are still efficeint and less damaging to the
body
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Hope that makes you feel a little better because I remember that “I’m gonna drop dead of
a Heart Attack” feeling as I gulped two dozen eggs a week when your all knowing doctor
tells you to eat three…three…can you believe that? My grandfather in the service used to
eat 7-8 eggs, a day He is now 89 and healthy as an ox so go figure.
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